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Shanghai Screw Compressor Co., Ltd was estab-

lished in 1989 who is a joint-venture enterprise with

Germany ,we are also a Hi-Tech company owning many

patent rights. Our base of manufacture and headquarter

of business moved to the North Industrial Zone located

in Jin Shan Zone Shanghai in 2000 in order to adapt to

the developing requirement of China compressor

market.We have first class hardware facilities, high level

office environment, advanced equipments and many

professional engineers.

Screw focuses on the development and manufac-

turing of screw air compressor. We have a product

family mainly include stationary mobile oil free and frequency compressor. We use the accessory kit of international

brand with the first class tech of German. With the scientific management of ERP system,accurate manufacturing, strict

testing.We could produce energy-saving, high-efficiency, durable and low noise products for our customers.

We have passed lSO9001-9002 Quality Certification and got the manufaturing license issued byAuthorities of

China. Also we have the Certification of International Excellent Brand awarded bv the lnternational TrademarkAssocia

tion. As the Top 10 Private Enterprises of Jin Shan, Shanghai, the

successful factors of Screw is the perfect combination of our

unremitting efforts and advanced tech globally. We will provide

you more perfect design and manufacturing technologies with

better quality products. Warmly welcome customers both in

domestic and aboard to cooperate and trade with us.
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I ntelliqent controller
#

Everything is operating in the fingers
SCR products can be equipped with the patented intelligent by microcomputer control technology. Machine control is

provided by a fully automated computer system as a whole composed of various kinds of sensors installed in key points

of testing machine ready to run state and English format displayed on every screen, the implementing system have also

simplified to only one solenoid valve, greatly improved reliability, setting or adjusting the data needed, just click your

fingers do not need to open the air compressor tools

Energy saving system
Energy-saving devices is not limited to stand-alone system design, multi-unit combining control is the most effective

energy-saving mode. Our control system to make energy-saving effect more pronounced.

Remote diagnosis
In the realization of the basis of combining control, as long as get your support, we will be able to monitor all running state

of air compressor in time through the internet, which uses the remote software on the network platform of SCR to achieve

immediate fixing to machines.

Value-added services
The use of centralized control system, from simple contact control to the package syetem's remote monitoring, SCR

intelligent controller can pre-programmed according to the information received from the sensors to calculate the air flow

consumption and select the most suitable start-uo time

while the implementation of tum on duty, so on the maintenance of each machine are the same.

D sp ay contents -  Electr ic i ty-saving and visible
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Famous Brand lmported Airend

Big rotor, reasonable slenderness
ratio, big air output, low speed
running, small vibration, low noise,
taking good advantage of the stabil-
ity of airend

Electric Control Comoonents

Siemens core of a reliable electrical
control components to ensure the
long{erm stable operation of units.

Heavy Air Filter

High efficiency, low pressure loss,
inlet air f i l ter, air intake quality wil l be
controlled from the source of
comoressor to ensure that the
machine can work stable under a
complex operating conditions.

bil Separator With Hiqh Precision

Use of large-size oil and air separa-
tors, after three separate with high-
performance and deep filter makes
the oil content low 3PPM, pressure
loss is only 0.02Mpa, to reduce oil
mist discharge, greatly reduce the
operating costs of downstream
equipment.
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Seamless Steel Pipe And Compression Fittings- .

In order to cost saving, General air
compressor manufacturers used flexible
tube in internal pipelines system. But air
compressor can not be avoided operat-
ing conditions: oil, temperature and
pressure, causing accelerated aging in
hose, SCR could be using compression
fitt ings of seamless steel pipe fitt ings to
prevent pipeline leaks, while reducing oil
l ine pressure loss.

Intake Valve With Saving Fnelgy

Intake valve with High-quality and high
reliabil ity effectively control the loading
and unloading of machine, saving
energy. Sol. valve service life is up to 2
mill ion times more than the structure
used to upgrade, no gap can be
completely sealed, no need air cylinder
pneumatic control, no seal diaphragm for
damageable parts.
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Vector VSD converter

SCR VSD compressor adopts vector control technology, so that in a
wide rotating range and under the condition of least rising temperature of
motor, the proper torque can be obtained to drive the compressors to run
steadily.

Vector control technology makes the two vectors excitation and torque
included in the stator current separate. Therefore the two vectors can be
controlled separately, then synthesized and converted to control signals of
variable speed parameters in order to have efficient control of electromaq-
netic.

In this way, even if in low speed, the motor can be operated under the
low temperature. This high efficient converting technology suppresses the
unavoidable noise and harmful harmonic wave of normal VSD compressors
to the lowest level. New special vector variable speed control can convert DC
into AC, which improves the abil ity of resisting to high temperature and have
high converting efficiency to save consumption.

Variable speed driven dedicated motor
../,tz.ttt:a;4a:rt'4.:tat:;rt .,ta.::..):r..a:-,.ra4aa'.-,rr.r..*..,-.

The dedicated motors are specially designed for wide rotating speed
adjustment. This optimization ensures the motor to provide proper torque in
the whole speed range.
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Airend

Suction valve

Air f i l ter

Minimum pressure valve

Oil-gas separator

Cooler

Motor

Oi l f i l ter

Drain

Display

Main control ler

Vector variable speed drive
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The advantages of SCR VSD compressor

1 .. Keep constant air supply

oThe compressor keeps t0.1bar constant pressure of air

supply under the required pressure.

oWith big air demand, the pressure keeps constant and the

rotating speed complements to ensure air demand.

oWith small air demand, the pressure keeps constant and

the rotating speed decreases to satisfy sufficient air

demand.

2., Variable speed soft start, less
impact to the power grid.

Variable speed soft-start eliminates the peak current when

starting, a smooth start can reduce the power supply,

equipment costs, as well as the impact on the power grid.
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VSD model t0.  1 Bar

Time

3.. Reduce mechanicaldamage, increase service l i fe

VSD compressor reduces the frequent loading and unloading of solenoid valve. increases its service l ife and avoids the

damage due to long term high speed running. Furthermore, when the solenoid valve starts at the first t ime, then it has no

more action, which not only extends the service l ife but also extends its maintenance period to save operation expense.

4- Low noise

VSD air compressor starts and runs steadily without frequent loading and unloading sound of normal screw compressor

Adopting double VSD control (main motor and fan motor double VSD) wil l have better efficiency and the air discharged

air temperature can be controlled within t2'C to avoid condensation on radiator.

' !. 
Stand-b_y function

When the air demand is small or no demand, the system will enter stand-by state in order to have maximum energy-

saving. During the stand-by, actual pressure reaches
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,6., Electricity-saving- Unbelievable high efficiency of electricity-saving return

oWith variable speed control technology, outlet air capacity of the compressor can be combined perfecly with customers,
requirements, which thoroughly avoids loss of unloading power.

oln the status of intermittent air demand, soft start with zero loading can avoid the peak value of current and torque, so the
compressor can start and stop many times.

Reduce about 30%-40% energy consumption
SCR variable speed driven air compressor can save energy

to reduce the running cost.

Example of electricity-saving :
A 55kw normal compressor, average discharged air is only 70o/o of
normal rated capacity, it runs 8000 hours per year, electricity costs
0.7 Yuan/kWh, compared with VSD compressor, normat compressor
wil l cause two kind of loss:
A No-loading loss:  30% unloading t ime x the no- loading current
loss when unloading
( +S't x 55KWhour ) x SOO0hour/year x 0.7yuan/kwh =415g0 yuan/year

B Differential pressure loss: 70% loading time x the loss because of
differential pressure which is more than 2bar

( 14% x 55KWlhour ) x BOOOhour/year x O.Tyuan/Kwh=3Oj84 yuan,year
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After all, VSD compressor saves more energy than normal one 4'1580+301 B4=71T64yuanlvear

Calculated according to the above-mentioned methods, the saving money amount every year of various VSD compressors:
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I Water cooler is available for above 75Hp (included),
when purchasing, please add "w" after the model number. For example, SCRTSDWV-7

i The outline and specification are subject to change without prior notice.
I Available electric power V=380V14O0V1440V/460V,Frequency=S0/60hz,CE or UL.
i Water separator is standard for 125Hp Up
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